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Abstract. Today, artificial intelligence-based solutions are produced to fa-

cilitate human life in almost every field. The healthcare sector is one of the

sectors which took advantage of these solutions. Due to reasons such as the
world’s ever-expanding population, ongoing epidemics, and the emergence of

new disease types, it is becoming increasingly difficult for a patient to ben-

efit from health services quickly and to make an accurate diagnosis. At this
juncture, artificial intelligence reduces the patient density in hospitals, enables

patients to access accurate information, and allows medical students to prac-

tice by seeing new cases. In this study, a new and reliable dataset was created
with disease information obtained from various sources under the supervision

of a specialist medical doctor. Then, new patient histories were added to

the dataset used in the previous study, the experiments were repeated with
the same algorithms, and the accuracy score comparison was presented. The

created dataset includes 2006 unique patient histories, 358 symptoms, and
141 diseases and we think it will be a valuable dataset for researchers who

make developments using machine learning in the field of healthcare. Var-

ious machine learning algorithms have been used in the training process to
predict diseases belonging to different branches of medicine, such as diabetes,

bronchial asthma, and covid. Besides, Support Vector Machine, Naive Bayes,

K-Nearest Neighbors, Multilayer Perceptron, Decision Tree, and Random For-
est algorithms, we also studied popular boosting algorithms such as XGBoost

and LightGBM. All algorithms were validated with cross-validation and per-

formance comparisons were made with different performance metrics such as
accuracy, precision, recall, and f1-score. It is also the first study to achieve

an accuracy score of 99.33% with a dataset that involves a greater number of

diseases than the datasets used in the studies examined.
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1. Introduction

There are thousands of diseases that people faced all over the world, and approxi-
mately 69 million people all over the world died from various diseases or accidents
in 2021 [1]. Due to the hectic pace of life, people began to pay little attention
to the symptoms they felt and to not take the time to go to the hospital for a
possible diagnosis of a disease. Such problems brought by the accelerating life,
unfortunately, reduce the quality of life of people and shorten their lives. With
the development of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and data analytics in the healthcare
sector, these datasets, which store the history of thousands of patients, make sense
with these technologies that produce automated approaches.

Medical organizations around the world have data on a variety of health-related
topics. This data is too large for the human mind to grasp and it must be freed
from noise by exploring a variety of data analytic methods to be used in various
Machine Learning (ML) algorithms. Recent advances in data analytics tools and
methods now enable the comprehensive use of data such as demographics, clinical
diagnosis, health habits, test results, prescriptions, and service usage. As a result of
processes such as data cleaning, categorization, and analysis by data analysts, this
data becomes meaningful and contributes to the development of various AI studies
to predict disease or identify patients at risk for other health problems. Today,
cancer detection by processing X-ray images with deep learning techniques [2–5]
and heart disease and stroke risk estimated with data such as heart rate and oxygen
ratio in the blood [6–9]. Also, there is a study that classifies X-ray images with ML
algorithms and helps orthopedists in the determination of shoulder implant types
before performing revision surgery [10]. With the help of these studies, the cost
required to reach health services will be reduced and the density in the hospital will
be prevented. In the literature, the number of studies with ML [11–13], developed
with datasets containing both categorical and image data containing the symptoms
of a specific disease is quite high.

Nowadays, people want to quickly access any type of information they require
from websites. When a person feels symptoms, they may be directed to false
diseases unrelated to the person by searching websites containing incorrect or in-
complete information. In this study, deep learning-based, ensemble-based, and
tree-based approaches are presented to aim to protect people against the informa-
tion pollution they will be exposed to from the internet and gives reliable results
when people enter the symptoms they feel without the need to go to the hospital
to get information about their disease. In this way, it is aimed to save people’s
time and health costs and to direct them to a medical doctor with an early di-
agnosis. We have seen that Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes (NB),
K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Random Forest (RF), and Decision Tree (DT) algo-
rithms are frequently used in disease prediction developments. In addition to these
algorithms, we tested the Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost), Light Gradient
Boosting Machine (LightGBM), and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) algorithms that
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we did not see used in other studies. We succeeded in surpassing the accuracy
scores obtained from the SVM, random forest, decision tree, KNN, naive Bayes,
and LightGBM algorithms in our first study [11]. This study contributed to the
literature at two important points, under the supervision of a specialist medical
doctor, a new dataset was created with disease information obtained from various
sources. Secondly, it is also the first known study to reach an accuracy score of
99.33% with a dataset with a greater number of diseases than the datasets used in
the studies examined.

2. Literature Review

Developments based on ML, which predict disease based on patient symptoms, have
received a lot of attention recently due to the challenges associated with accessing
healthcare services. With the DBMI dataset [14], which had 133 symptoms and 42
disease types, Gandhi et al. [15] experimented with supervised and unsupervised
algorithms. In experiments with the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), random
forest, naive Bayes, SVM, KNN, Classification and Regression Trees (CART), and
logistic regression algorithms, the accuracy score for logistic regression was the low-
est of the group, coming at 80.85%. Agrawal et al. [16] suggested a new ML model
in this research that combines a support vector machine and a genetic algorithm.
Additionally, they attempted to reduce the number of features in the dataset, and
by using their ML models, they were able to achieve adequate accuracy for all three
datasets. They attained the best accuracy of 78.6% for the liver dataset consisting
of categorical data. They claim that unstructured medical text data from sources
including diagnoses, doctor-patient interactions, medical records, etc. would also
be used in future research despite using only structured data in this study.

To get over the limitations of ML, Vinitha et al. [17], proposed leveraging big
data to predict diseases based on ML. The idea is to gather information from a hos-
pital that used the Map Reduce (MR) approach and Machine Learning Decision
Tree (MLDT) algorithm to analyze data from a forum referred to as structured
and unstructured data. The MR algorithm detects the possibility of disease occur-
rences faster than CNN-UDRP, reaching 94.8% with the standard speed. Kumar,
Sharma, and Prakash [18], created a Django-based online application that uses
ML algorithms to predict and provide clinical guidance for general disease, heart
disease, diabetes, and liver disease. While the results of predictions for common
diseases are the names of the diseases, results for predictions for specific diseases,
such as heart disease, diabetes, and liver disease, are true or false. In general
disease prediction, it is seen that the highest accuracy score of 90.2% among the
KNN, logistic regression, random forest, and naive Bayes algorithms was achieved
in random forest. The highest accuracy in heart disease was seen in logistic regres-
sion, with 92.3%. While the KNN algorithm gave the highest accuracy with 74%
in the liver, it was seen that logistic regression gave the highest accuracy with 78%
in diabetes. Mallela, Bhavani, and Ankayarkanni [19], developed a GUI to get the
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symptoms from the user and they used ML models such as naive Bayes and decision
trees. The outputs are the disease, the accuracy of the model, its definition, and
the treatment of the particular disease based on the symptoms given by the indi-
vidual. This paper shows a detailed explanation of how to find the diseases from
symptoms; so that the individual can contact the respective doctor of medicine and
stay healthy at an early stage. A sample of 4920 patient records with diagnoses
for 41 disorders was chosen by Grampurohit and Sagarnal [20] for analysis. 41
diseases made up a dependent variable. There were 132 independent variables, 95
of which were symptoms closely associated with diseases. The disease prediction
system created utilizing ML techniques including decision tree, random forest, and
naive Bayes is demonstrated in this research project.

Dhabarde et al. [21] use not only structured data but also textbook data, and the
dataset used has 230 conditions consisting of the individual’s symptoms, age, and
gender. In the paper, they conducted experiments with logistic regression, naive
Bayes, SVM, random forest, and decision tree algorithms, and the decision tree gave
the highest accuracy score, 93.24%. Alanazi [22], proposes a method for chronic dis-
ease prediction using ML algorithms such as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
and KNN. The proposed system used both structured and unstructured data from
real life which were used for dataset preparation. The performance of the proposed
model in the study shows that it is higher than the naive Bayes, decision tree, and
logistic regression algorithms and provides 95% accuracy. Uddin et al. [23], con-
ducted a study on different KNN variants (classical one, adaptive, locally adaptive,
K-means clustering, fuzzy, reciprocal, ensemble, Hassanat, and generalized mean
distance) and their performance comparison for disease prediction. For accuracy
measurement, Hassanat KNN shows the highest average accuracy with 83.62%,
followed by ensemble approach KNN with 82.34%.

For disease prediction with big data in healthcare, Joel and Priya [24], em-
ployed extended CNN. The hospital is built using this approach, which offers great
accuracy, performance, and convergence speed in the medical industry. The un-
structured data is employed with the CNN algorithm, which automatically selects
the features, to choose a specific location and then assesses the chronic diseases that
contain the structured data which extracted valuable features. The medical data
and illness risk model were proposed by the innovative CNN. The suggested ap-
proach seeks to forecast the likelihood of liver-focused illness. Therefore, the hospi-
tal dataset is concerned with diseases that affect the liver, and it exclusively collects
structured data from information on liver diseases. The proposed approach obtains
accuracy by using disease risk modeling. Ibrahim et al. [25] proposed a method for
predicting the defervescence day of fever in dengue patients using an artificial neural
network. The suggested method primarily depends on clinical symptoms and indi-
cators for detection. Data from 252 patients were collected, of which 4 patients had
Dengue Fever (DF) and 248 had Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever (DHF). The neural
network toolkit in MATLAB is utilized and the Multi-layer Feed-Forward Neural
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Network (MFNN) technique is used in this experiment. 90% of the time, MFNN
in DF and DHF correctly predicts the day of defervescence of fever. Venkatesh et
al. [26], worked on five algorithms, such as random forest, KNN, naive Bayes, SVM,
and decision tree; the highest accuracy score was decision tree, with 95.13%. They
also have developed a user interface for patients to input their symptoms and see
the disease prediction. Chauhan et al. [27], performed preprocessing on the dataset
and then performed experiments on naive Bayes, decision tree, and random forest.
When the experiments performed on the non-preprocessed dataset were compared
with the results of the preprocessed data, it was seen that the accuracy score of
the random forest was the highest in both, increasing to 95.28% in raw data and
97.64% after processing.

Maram, Kumar, and Gampala [28], stored data including 400 symptoms and 147
diseases collected from various repositories in the Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS). Among decision trees, random forest, naive Bayes, and a new algorithm
proposed in the article, the accuracy of the proposed algorithm showed the best
result, with 97.60%. Through the analysis of performance measures, Ferjani [29],
identifies patterns among several supervised ML model types for disease diagnosis.
The supervised ML algorithms, naive Bayes, decision trees, and KNN, received
the greatest attention. According to research, a support vector machine is most
effective at spotting Parkinson’s illness and kidney ailments. They found that
the logistic regression performed well for heart disease prediction. Additionally,
CNN and random forest made accurate predictions for common diseases and breast
disorders, respectively. For accurate prediction, naive Bayes and KNN algorithms
were used in [30] to process the person’s life behaviors and check-up data. The
accuracy of heart disease prediction using naive Bayes was shown to be 94.5%
greater than KNN. Furthermore, compared to naive Bayes, KNN requires more
memory and time. In this work, heart disease was first predicted, and then a risk
prediction system using the CNN algorithm was developed to assess the risk of
heart disease.

The CNN-based Multimodal Disease Prediction (CNN-MDRP) method was de-
veloped by Shirsath and Patil [31] to address the limitations of their CNN-based
Unimodal Disease Prediction (CNN-UDRP) algorithm, which only analyzes struc-
tured data. In CNN-MDRP, which focuses on both structured and unstructured
data, the accuracy of disease prediction is higher and faster compared to CNN-
UDRP, with an accuracy score of 94.80%. Nearly 230 diseases were listed by Keniya
et al. [32] with over 1000 distinctive symptoms. Various ML algorithms receive as
input a person’s symptoms, age, and gender. About 230 diseases were predicted
using 11 different ML algorithms. The weighted KNN model had a 93.5% accu-
racy score, which was the highest. For disease prediction, Dahiwade, Patle, and
Meshram [33] used KNN and CNN algorithms. The model accepts information from
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the person’s checkups and daily routine as input. With 84.5% accuracy, CNN out-
performs the KNN algorithm in general disease prediction. The time and memory
requirements for KNN are also higher than for CNN.

3. Methodology

3.1. Utilized Machine Learning Algorithms.

3.1.1. K-Nearest neighbors. KNN, which is used in both classification and regres-
sion problems, is an algorithm used in supervised learning. The basic logic is
to search for K data, which are called neighbors and have the closest properties
throughout the dataset, for data whose class is unknown, and assign it to the most
appropriate class. There are several methods for calculating inter-data distance, the
most well-known being Euclidean, Manhattan (for continuous), and Hamming dis-
tance (for categorical). The mathematical representation of the methods is shown
in Eq. 1, Eq. 2 and Eq. 3:

Euclidean Distance =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(xi − yi)2 (1)

Manhattan Distance =

n∑
i=1

|xi − yi| (2)

Minkowski Distance = (

n∑
i=1

|xi − yi|p)1/p (3)

In Eqs. 1, 2 and 3, n refers to the number of dimensions, xi refers to the data
point, and yi refers to the new data point that is wanted to predict for all i, where
i,∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, n is the size of the data points. KNN applies one of these formulas
to calculate the distance between each data point and the test data. It then finds
the probability that these points are similar to the test data and classifies the data
according to which points share the highest probability.

3.1.2. Support vector machine. SVM is one of the linear supervised learning mod-
els used in classification and regression problems. When determining the class of
new data, it tries to determine a dividing line (hyperplane) that best separates the
available data from each other. Hyperplane can be formulated as follows,

f(x) = ax+ c (4)

In Eq. 4, a equals to dimensional coefficient and c equals the offset. Then, the a
point closest to this line is selected from both classes, and these points are called
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support vectors. The algorithm aims to provide the maximum distance difference
between the support vectors and the hyperplane. There are two different types of
SVM algorithms, Linear and Nonlinear. Linear SVM is used for linearly separable
data, which means if a dataset can be classified into two classes by using a single
straight line, then such data is termed as linearly separable data, and the classifier
is used as Linear SVM classifier. Non-linear SVM is used in cases where the dataset
cannot be classified with a straight line and contains non-linear data.

3.1.3. Naive bayes. Naive Bayes is an algorithm based on Bayes’ theorem used in
classification problems, and it is known as a probabilistic classifier. It assumes that
the value of probability ωj is independent of the probability of any other event x,
which means that the dependencies between the data are neglected. The simple
form of calculation for Bayes’ theorem is shown below.

P (ωj |x) =
p(x|ωj) · p(ωj)

p(x)
(5)

In Eq. 5, P (ωj |x) is the posterior probability of class (target) given predictor
(attribute). p(ωj) is the prior probability of class. p(x|ωj) is the likelihood which
is the probability of the predictor given class and p(x) is the prior probability of
the predictor.

3.1.4. Decision tree. A decision tree classifier creates a model that will predict
the target variable by learning the simple decision rule extracted from the feature
data. In this algorithm, which has two types of nodes, decision, and leaf, the
decision nodes play a decisive role in reaching the leaf, while the leaf node is the
result node. Due to its nature, it is more suitable for multi-class problems. The
mathematical process starts with the D = X, y dataset, where each node must
have a tree structure and decision rules. Each node divides the dataset into two
or more discrete subsets and D(a, b), in which D represents subscript(a, b), where
a is the layer number and b denotes each subset. If all tags in this subset belong
to the same class, the subset is said to be pure and this node is declared as a leaf
node, and this part of the tree has come to an end. Otherwise, the partitioning
process continues. Data is considered pure or homogeneous if it contains only one
class, and impure or heterogeneous if it contains several classes. There are various
indices such as entropy and Gini to quantify the degree of impurity. Entropy is the
amount of information required to accurately describe some samples. That is, if
the sample is homogeneous, all elements are similar with entropy 0, otherwise if the
sample entropy is divided evenly by a maximum of 1. The other index, the Gini
index, is defined as a measure of inequality in the data and has a value between 0
and 1. If the Gini index is 0, the data is considered completely homogeneous and
all elements are similar. A Gini index of 1 means the maximum inequality between
the elements. It is the sum of the squared probabilities of each class. Mathematical
expressions for the Gini index and entropy are shown in Eq. 6 and Eq. 7.
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Gini index = 1−
n∑

i=1

(pi)
2 (6)

where pi is the probability of an object being classified to a particular class.

Entropy =

c∑
i=1

−pilog2pi (7)

where p denotes the probability.

3.1.5. Random forest. Random forest, one of the supervised learning algorithms,
combines multiple classifiers to solve a classification or regression problem and
improve the model’s performance. Instead of relying on a single decision tree to
reach the result, it combines the output of multiple decision trees to obtain safer
results. High variance and low bias are characteristics of decision trees, and by
averaging decision trees, the variance component of the model is reduced. It is
possible to create the unknown samples by averaging the prediction with Eq. 8 and
Eq. 9,

I =
1

N

n=1∑
N

f(x) (8)

σ =

√√√√∑N
n=1

(
f(x)− f̂

)2

N − 1
(9)

Where σ denotes the uncertainty and N denotes the sample number.
Hence, random forest is a bagging algorithm, which is a method of generating

different training subsets from training data with replacement. A final result is
reached by calculating the feature importance in each decision tree that makes
up the random forest. Feature importance is calculated as the reduction in node
impurity weighted by the probability of reaching that node. The node probability
can be calculated by dividing the number of samples reaching the node by the
total number of samples. The higher the value, the more important the feature.
For each decision tree, a node’s importance is calculated using Gini importance.
Then the importance of each feature on a decision tree is then calculated and these
can then be normalized to a value between 0 and 1 by dividing by the sum of all
feature importance values. At the random forest level final feature importance is
its average over all the trees. The sum of the feature’s importance value on each
tree is calculated and divided by the total number of trees. The feature importance
describes which features are relevant and it sometimes leads to model improvements
by employing the feature selection.
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3.1.6. Extreme gradient boosting. XGBoost is a specially optimized version of the
gradient boosting algorithm for high performance and speed and uses decision trees
as “weak” predictors. Since it contains many parameters that can be optimized, it
provides the opportunity to improve the model. In addition to system optimizations
such as parallel operation, tree pruning, and hardware optimization, algorithmic
improvements such as regularization, cross-validation, weighted quantile sketch,
and sparsity-aware split make XGBoost a more efficient algorithm compared to
other models. Mathematically in the XGBoost algorithm, the objective function is
shown in Eq. 10.

O(t) =

n∑
i=0

Q(yi, y
′t−1 + ft(xi)) +K (10)

Normalization function can be defined as

Nor(ft) = κT + 0.5λ
T∑

i=0

Wj
2 (11)

κ =Controlling factor for the leaf node number, T =Leaf node number,Wj =Weight-
age of the j leaf nodes, λ =Overfitting controlling factor, K =Constant, in Eq. 10
and Eq. 11.

XGBoost performs exceptionally well on structured tabular data rather than
data like images and audio.

3.1.7. Light gradient boosting machine. LightGBM is a gradient-assisted decision
tree algorithm that is very similar to XGBoost, increasing the model’s accuracy
and reducing memory usage. LightGBM develops models that have lower error
rates and learn faster by using a leaf-oriented strategy instead of a level-oriented
strategy in decision trees. According to the [34] where the model is introduced,
it has been concluded that LightGBM is 20 times faster than other models. The
decision tree growth process used by XGBoost and LightGBM differs significantly.
Decision trees in XGBoost grow horizontally with a method called level-wise, but
decision trees in LightGBM grow vertically with a leaf-wise approach. The leaf-wise
approach is an effective method as it makes LightGBM an efficient technique for
high-dimensional datasets. XGBoost and LightGBM decision tree growth processes
are shown in Figure 1. LightGBM’s multithreaded optimization and leaf growth
technique with depth restriction help to reduce excessive XGBoost memory usage
so that big data processing can be done more quickly, with fewer false alarms, and
with lower missed detections.

3.1.8. Multilayer perceptron. Multilayer perceptron is mainly used in recognition,
prediction, regression, and pattern classification and it is the most basic type of
feed-forward network architecture, compared to other major types. Here, the units
are arranged into a set of layers, and each layer contains some number of identical
units. The network is considered fully connected when each unit in a layer connects
to each unit in the layer above it. The input layer is the top layer, and its units use
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Figure 1. XGboost and LightGBM decision tree growth processes.

the values of the input properties as input. For each value produced by the network,
there is one unit in the output layer in case of regression or binary classification,
and K units in classification cases involving K classes. All the levels in between are
called hidden layers because it is not known what these units have to calculate in
advance and must learn this while training. Input units, output units, and hidden
units are the names of units located at these levels, respectively. Backpropagation
MLPs can be used to solve problems that cannot be classified linearly, such as the
XOR problem in sensors.

3.2. Dataset. In our previous study [11], the dataset prepared by DBMI [14] was
used. The previous dataset consisted of 133 symptoms and 42 diseases and included
306 patient histories. In this study, we add disease and symptom data from various
sources under the supervision of a specialist medical doctor; and use a new dataset
in which we increased the total number of cases approximately 14 times with data
augmentation.

3.2.1. Data collection. The diseases in the dataset were searched on the Internet
and matched with the relevant symptoms. After this process, a dataset containing
150 diseases and 383 symptoms was created. The created dataset was checked by
a medical doctor, and if there was incorrect symptom information, it was removed
from the dataset and the reliability of the dataset was ensured. After making sure
that the data were correct, the dataset was ready for preprocessing with 141 diseases
and 358 symptoms. A part of the dataset created at the end of this stage is shown
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Raw dataset.

disease symptom 1 symptom 2 symptom 3 ...

acne thirst blackheads skin rash ...
acute pancreatitis vomiting diarrhoea ...
addison’s disease fatigue lethargy low mood ...
adenovirus diarrhoea cough runny nose ...
aids extra marital contacts patches in throat high fever ...
... ... ... ... ...

3.2.2. Preprocessing. Any manipulation applied to raw data is called data prepro-
cessing. Through this process, scattered data becomes organized, and problem-
appropriate, and transforms into a format that can be processed effectively in ML
developments. To provide reliable, accurate, and robust findings for enterprise ap-
plications, practically every sort of data analysis, data science, or ML development
requires some kind of data preprocessing. At this stage, the columns in the dataset
were changed to consist of 358 symptom names and target columns, and the rows
to consist of 141 patient cases. Data preprocessing was carried out so that the value
at the intersection of the row and column is “1” if the disease contains the relevant
symptom, and “0” if it does not. Except for the target column values, disease,
which is a textual type that is converted to numerical form using a label encoder,
all of the column values in the dataset are numbers. A part of the dataset formed
after preprocessing is shown as an example in Table 2.

Table 2. Preprocessed dataset.

... yellow urine yellowish eyes yellowish skin disease

... 0 0 0 acne

... 0 0 0 acute

... 0 0 0 addison’s disease

... 0 0 0 adenovirus

... 0 0 0 aids

... ... ... ... ...

3.2.3. Data augmentation. By creating additional data points from existing data, a
group of techniques known as data augmentation can be used to artificially enhance
the amount of data. This includes making minor adjustments to the data or creating
new data points using ML models. By creating additional and distinct instances
for training datasets, data augmentation helps ML models perform better and more
accurately with large datasets. For this reason, it is aimed to obtain more realistic
results by adding new data to the dataset used in our previous study [11] and
applying data augmentation. Some symptoms play a key role in the prediction of
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diseases. An example of this is the symptom of loss of smell for Covid disease. For
this reason, while creating a new patient history with data augmentation, attention
was paid to including these symptoms in each patient’s history. In addition, the data
augmentation process is aimed to make the data more suitable for real-world cases
by completely randomly determining how many times each disease will increase
with this process and what symptoms it will contain. As a result of this process,
the dataset was increased approximately 15 times, and a new dataset was created
with 2006 patient histories.

3.2.4. Data splitting. When starting an ML project, one of the first considerations
to be discussed is how to use existing data. Typically referred to as training and
test sets, dividing data into two groups is a standard strategy. When making
predictions on data that was not used to train the model, ML algorithms perform
as predicted using the train-test separation process. The training set is used for
estimating parameters, comparing models, and all other activities required to arrive
at a final model. The test set is used to predict a final, unbiased assessment of the
model’s performance only at the end of these activities Since the test set is used
to measure the performance of the model after the training is over, it reveals a
high but erroneous performance result that the model had seen before. The most
common technique for splitting the dataset into training and test sets is random
splitting. The used dataset, which was randomly divided by 85-15%, 1713 samples
were determined as training data and 303 samples as test data. The cross-validation
method was utilized in the study in addition to the traditional method of creating
test data at random to evaluate the model’s performance.

3.3. Training. In the previous study, k-fold cross-validation was used with the k
value chosen as 5 to avoid overfitting, and the average accuracy of the classifier was
taken. The choice of k is usually 5 or 10, but there is no formal rule. As k gets larger,
the difference in size between the training set and the re-sampling subsets gets
smaller. As this difference decreases, the bias of the technique becomes smaller [35].
K-fold cross-validation is not suitable for evaluating unbalanced classifiers because
the data is divided into k-folds with a uniform probability distribution. This method
may work for data with a well-balanced class distribution, but it is dangerous when
the distribution is severely dispersed, with one or more of the folds having few or
no samples from the minority class. It means that most model evaluations produce
misleading results, as the model only needs to predict the majority class correctly.
Accuracy scores with high deviations at the end of the training k times help to
understand that the data in the dataset is not evenly distributed [36]. In this
study, the k value remained constant to make a reliable comparison of the change
in performance metrics with the expansion of the dataset.

In the experiments, the hyperparameter optimization library hyperopt was used
to find the parameters showing the highest accuracy score, and the learning rate in
the LightGBM model was determined as 0.1175, max bin 316, max depth 3, num
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leaves 200, objective parameters binary. In the XGBoost model, hyperparameters
are determined as one drop true, learning rate 0.3, colsample by tree 0.5698, gamma
0.5296, max depth, and objective multi:softprob. In random forest, criterion pa-
rameter is entropy, max-depth is 14,056 with and the n-estimators parameter is 340.
In SVM, the C parameter was determined as 1.144, gamma, 0.278 and kernel rbf.
In KNN, we determined the n-neighbors parameter value as 3. The decision tree’s
criterion value is determined by Gini and in naive Bayes, the alpha parameter is
1.0. As a result of the experiments, the highest accuracy score was achieved in the
MLP model by using the activation function tanh, hidden layer sizes 32 and max
iter 3000 hyperparameters. For other classifier parameters not mentioned above,
the default parameter values of the scikit-learn library are based.

4. Results

In the experiments conducted in the study, the lowest accuracy score was obtained
as 92% among all algorithms. The fact that this value was 79.3% in the previ-
ous study, clearly showed the positive effect of the data augmentation techniques
we applied to the disease detection experiments. Among all algorithms, it was
seen that the highest scores in all metrics were obtained in the ensemble learn-
ing method, the random forest algorithm, which consists of many decision trees.
The most important feature of the random forest algorithm is that it can work with
high performance in regression and classification problems with datasets containing
continuous or categorical variables. The decision trees that made up the random
forests are prone to errors in classification problems with a large number of classes
and relatively few training examples. The decision tree, which had the lowest accu-
racy score of 79.3% in the first dataset containing a small number of samples from
each class, increased to 95.37% as a result of increasing the number of data belong-
ing to each class. However, SVM appears to perform as well as random forest in
its measurements across all metrics, achieving the second-highest precision, recall,
and F1-score results. It also appears that the SVM achieves the highest average
accuracy in the k-fold algorithm. In addition to the remarkable performance of
random forest and SVM, we observed that the MLP algorithm was the 3rd highest-
performing algorithm in the experiments. Although the lightGBM algorithm has
a high accuracy score compared to the studies in the literature, it gave the lowest
result among the algorithms in all performance metrics in the experiments con-
ducted in our study. The most valuable output of the experimental results is that
we obtained higher accuracy scores in SVM, lightGBM, random forest, naive Bayes,
decision tree, and KNN algorithms compared to our previous study.

All algorithms were fitted using the hyperparameters mentioned in the training
section; where estimators were evaluated using k-fold cross-validation where k is 5
and average accuracy scores are shown in Table 3. Precision, recall, and f1-score
performance measures were used to examine the performance of the models. The
blue values in Table 3 show the best results for that metric among the models,
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while the red color indicates the worst result. The model results are shown in
Table 3 with the specified performance measures and methods, and the comparison
of accuracy scores of the methods is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Comparison of accuracy scores of the utilized methods.

Table 3. Model results with the specified performance measures and methods.

Method 5-Fold Average Accuracy Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

SVM 99.25 98.67 99.02 98.81 98.92
XGBoost 97.83 98.01 97.47 96.37 96.92
LightGBM 88.39 92.40 90.80 90.56 89.72
RF 99.20 99.33 99.51 99.30 99.40
NB 93.50 95.04 92.79 93.70 93.24
DT 93.55 95.37 96.08 95.55 95.81
KNN 98.31 97.02 97.52 96.76 97.14
MLP 99.05 98.67 98.48 97.86 98.17

5. Conclusion

Technological developments in healthcare are highly important as they are directly
related to human life. In this paper, a disease prediction study is developed where
people can obtain free, reliable, and fast information about their health. The de-
velopment we offer serves important purposes such as reducing the patient density
in hospitals and early diagnosis of viral diseases. In addition, with our study, which
we developed under the supervision of a specialist medical doctor, it is possible to
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prevent people from obtaining information about their health from websites that
contain information pollution. As an alternative to the dataset used in our previous
study, a new dataset consisting of clinical data was created under the supervision
of medical doctors, and the data size was increased. The new study includes com-
binations of different types of symptoms and diseases. The highest accuracy score
is reached with the random forest classifier at 99.33%, while the lightGBM has the
lowest accuracy score among the algorithms with 92.40%. Although our study con-
sisted of a high number of disease classes compared to the studies in the literature,
all algorithms obtained reliable results with an accuracy score of over 92%. For
future studies, the determination of the severity of the symptoms in the dataset by
the doctors and the learning of the model during the training process, taking into
consideration the symptom weights of each disease, are among our further studies.
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